FTU's Name Change Waits Action By Regents

By Sharon Marek

Millican and Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice president for academic affairs, urged members to accept a name change that "would more appropriately describe the general purpose nature of the university."

According to Gambrell, "the original name of the university was the result of input from a sizable local committee. At that time opinion about the name was highly weighted toward space and technology. However, to this day FTU has remained a general purpose university."

We have discussed and needed a name change for almost as long as the university has been open," Millican told Regents at their Monday meeting in Pensacola.

According to Millican and other administrators, the word "technological" has caused an identity crisis for the university with high school students, job recruiters, federal grant institutions and other universities.

In a presentation to the BOR Millican suggested for Regent approval the name "State University of Florida, Orlando."

WE HAVE spent months and even years in an attempt to come up with a suitable name change," he said. "We tried maintaining the same initials and substituting other words for technological. We tried combining prefixes of the names of the six counties in the area we serve. Our desire was to come up with a name that would gain national recognition without a regional or local connotation."

Regents were generally in favor of Millican's suggestion. Regent Chester H. Ferguson, however, expressed the fear that the suggested name might be confused with University of Florida or Florida State.

Kathy Quickly Corners Graduation Cum Laude

By Campus News Service

For Kathy Frink, the next week's graduation is something special. Her graduation will be the culmination of less than three years of university study. Kathy, a sociology major, will graduate cum laude despite the fact that she has carried as many as 26 credit hours in one quarter.

In addition to her academic load, Kathy has worked as a student assistant at the FTU library since she was a freshman. Kathy would have graduated last quarter, except she had to take a quarter off in order to replenish her bank account. (She has managed to pay her way through college.)

The petite redhead, who is one of five Air Force "brats" in Col. and Mrs. M. E. Frink's family, admits she had no idea what to do after college when she started here. She now finds that books are her life.

The competitive spirit Kathy displays extends to her brothers and sisters. One sister, Sherry, will graduate from FTU this August. Her brother Skip is at the University of West Florida, and another sister, Sharon, is at Seminole Junior College. Greg attends Winter Park High, which was the fourth and final high school Kathy attended before starting at FTU. In her travels with her family, she attended eight schools between first grade and Winter Park.

Kathy plans to outdo the others in our grades, and this makes each of us work that much harder," said Kathy. When she graduates, Kathy will carry a 3.3 grade point average.

B.R.O. Requests New Name Ideas

Anyone who wants to suggest a new name for FTU still have an opportunity to do so, President Charles N. Millican announced Tuesday.

According to Millican, Fred Parker, Board of Regents facilities committee chairman, contacted him Tuesday requesting further "input from all members of the university community as to a possible name suggestion or reactions to the three names currently under consideration."

Parker must have all comments, suggestions or other feedback by next Friday so the facilities committee will have adequate time to consider the proposed change, Millican explained.

"To expedite matters as much as possible," said Millican, "I have set up specific channels of authority for each and every member of the university community to use in making suggestions."

"Students may contact Student Government President Stew Amschel, who will in turn contact Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice president for student affairs.

Brown will then make recommendations to the president's advisory council."

"We must as have input as possible," said Millican, "if a proper decision on the name change is to be made."
FTU is dead. Long live the university! Next month at this time FTU will necessarily be... becoming. Well, actually it's anybody's guess as to what our new name may be. The only certainty is that our administration has taken a decisive action on an issue that needed just such an approach. It would make for interesting reading, making the other FTU.... U... when our president is introduced as the "president of Florida Technical College..." when we are mistaken for a tech school that helps professional majoring people get jobs... when the president of another state university suggests we change our name to "Mickey Mouse University..." it is without a doubt a time for change. People have expressed the fear that such a name change needs long and careful thought... that it should not be done too quickly. But suddenly it is the news of the day. The name change has nearly four years researching the possibilities for changing FTU's name. He has used the dictionary and the thesaurus looking for possibilities that would leave us with the old set of initials. He made sets of flash cards with words or phrases that might give suitable combinations for a new name, and sets of flash cards containing syllables taken from the names of the six counties in the immediate area. He even considered, following the lead of University of the Valley in South America, giving FTU the picturesque name "University of the City Beautiful." In President Millican's own words, "Nothing seemed to work..." The name change, interestingly, was thought to turn less glamorous, perhaps more practical considerations, including Florida Central University; Central Florida University; State University of Orlando; State University of Florida, Orlando, and others too numerous to name.

For several reasons, State University of Florida, Orlando seems to be the most acceptable. It would definitely get rid of the tech school taint. It would give us more of a national air, more so than some of the names in which Orlando is more prominent. The initials SUFO have many interesting possibilities as far as intercollegiate sports might be concerned.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, this type of name opens the door for the renaming of all the state universities to conform to a set pattern - State University of Florida, Gainesville; State University of Florida, Tampa; State University of Florida, Tallahassee - which would eliminate all confusion over geographical locations. Many other states including California, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, and New York have recently adopted state universities with similar names.

As with all change, no matter how desirable, it is difficult to think of this change without a certain amount of identity crisis, it might be called. "I'm a nobody. Well, your opinion is valuable to me. What do you think?"

As an example, "Robert Reidenbach, Frank Swelledhead, music director. Are you one of the disc jockeys who of identity crisis, it might be called. "I'm a nobody. Well, your opinion is valuable to me. What do you think?"

Robert Reidenbach, Frank Swelledhead, music director. Are you one of the disc jockeys who would only put up a sign saying, "I'm music director and I like it, so there. Hey, Robert! Don't ever let someone knock you off." Oh, a nobody, well, your opinions are valuable to me. What do you think?"
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Fac Sen Votes On Calendar Bill

The Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a resolution regarding the development of a common calendar for state school systems and discussed a resolution for implementation of a new grading system at FTU.

The senate instruction committee introduced the calendar bill which was passed by a 25 to 1 vote. The resolution recommended this calendar be developed for all upper and lower school systems in Florida.

This calendar, according to K. Philip Taylor, Faculty Senate chairman, would put all systems in the state on the same yearly calendar. This would alleviate current differences at the start and end of the school year.

Professor Paul Hartman of the College of Engineering and chairman of the admissions and standards committee recommended that an ABDIX grading system be implemented on a college-wide scale. Grades of ABDIX would count the same as now; students who replaced withdrawals, withdrawn passing or failing, F grades and incompletes.

The X can be removed within the following quarter if it was under these circumstances. The X is regarded as complete coursework.

In other cases the X will remain a part of the student's record. The new grade system in computing the grade point average which includes student from attending class or performance. The X will result in an X grade, which simply means the student did not complete course work. The new grade is strictly an indifferant mark without good or bad implications. The students recorded. Instructors can assign the X when ABDIX is not applicable.

Universities To Form Information Center

The purpose of the proposed center located within the OCLC and similar to those now provided by the Ohio College Library Center. OCLC is a computerized centralization of academic libraries in Ohio plus groups of libraries in Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Florida, Ohio, and the New England states and a consortium of predominantly black schools in the South. Terminals in participating libraries are connected to a computer at the OCLC in Dublin, Ohio.

In addition to the benefits of lower operational costs through cooperation, and shared automated effort, direct service benefits include: (1) interlibrary loans; (2) faster processing, and (3) production of special purpose listings (new book lists, subject books, catalogs) on printed or microform film.

Dr. Jerry Walker, director of the FTU library, said, "This is probably the most exciting thing happening in the library, second only to what they came out with Xerox. In fact, it's more exciting. This really means something."

Walker said, "A location for the center is being selected, but it will probably be either in Atlanta or in New Orleans."
Students To Take Journalism Tour

By Melanie Farley

Combining a summer in Europe with 16 hour quarters of credit in journalistic studies is the aim of 11 undergraduate and two graduate students selected to participate in the first 10-week FTU European Journalism Tour. From June 18 to August 27, the participants in this summer’s overseas tour will travel to 15 major European cities under the direction of James E. Couch, assistant professor of communications, where they will visit electronic and printed mass media offices, ministries of information and U.S. Information Agency offices.

Cities selected for stops include London, Paris, Rome, Budapest, Berlin and Copenhagen. In addition, 12 to 16 hours of study will be chosen from the areas of press photography, feature writing, writing for the mass media, international communication and the foreign press and independent study. Couch emphasized that individual study will revolve around “non-tourist” topics. Five of the 13 travelers are from FTU. They are Marvin Cleary, Chuck Sodi, Cindy Powell, David Booin and Vivian Hamilton. Rounding out the group are three Florida State University seniors, undergraduates of Penn State, University of Maryland, and University of Tennessee, and graduates from University of West Florida and University of North Carolina.

Cost of the trip is approximately $1,100. This covers FTU tuition and the cost of round-trip air fare, room and transportation while abroad. Additional costs will be about $1,000 to cover food and incidental expenses. Application deadline for the tour is April 1. For further details contact tour director James E. Couch, Department of Communications.

Open Nights

OVIEDO CHILD CARE & KINDERGARTEN
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches
PHONE 365-6023
387 W. Broadway, Oviedo

Are You Tired Of APATHY On Campus? why not get involved...
Choirs To Sing

By Mike Crites

The FTU Madrigal Choir and Concert Choir will perform Sunday in the Engineering Auditorium at 3 p.m., under the direction of Richard A. Schoenbohm, associate professor of music. The Madrigal singers will present Claude Monteverdi’s “Magnificent Primo.” Three poems by Walt Whitman, a piece by John Bright, and Biblical quotations have been set to music in Vaughan Williams’ “Dona Nobis Pacem,” and will be performed by the 50-member concert choir, Whitman’s rhythmic free verse is striking.

“A look where he lies drawn near, bend down and touch lightly with my lips the white face in the coffin.”

The final lines of “Reconciliation”

Membership in the chorus is open to anyone at the beginning of each quarter and Schoenbohm encourages students to audition for a place in the choir. Regarding the concert, the director said the choir “tries to increase interest in cultural events.”

The tenor solos will be performed Sunday by Mike Crites.

Spring Auditions Set For VC’s “Little Me”

Auditions for the Village Center’s spring musical production of Neil Simon’s “Little Me” will be held 3:30 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. March 27 and 28 in the VCGA. The production is being staged in cooperation with the music department, which is providing the orchestra.

There are parts for seven women, nine men and a dancing chorus. All FTU faculty, staff and students are invited to try out for the play.

The male lead requires the actor to have a baritone voice. There are two smaller, older ladies and a younger belle.
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Herbie Mann’s Jazz Flute Captivates FTU Audience

Herbie Mann transformed the flute into a jazz instrument last Sunday in the Village Center Assembly Room and captivated his FTU audience. He arrived with the Family of Mann, featuring David Newman.

Mann started with a tumbling instrumental that picked up speed as the musicians opened up to show the style of the band. Mann displayed the Mississippi River influence which he is currently exploring.

The audience was set into a quiet mood for “Never Can Say Goodbye.” The song could be called a transfiguration for flute and jazz quintet. It is indicative of the skill which Mann possesses for bringing an unique interpretation to another writer’s song.

The Family of Mann primarily focused on Mann’s free-form compositions which incorporate traditional jazz forms.

At one point Mann remarked, “That’s the weirdest electric piano I’ve ever seen.” The piano came from the music room in the family’s home.

David Newman, an individual recording artist for Atlantic Records, was a standout on tenor sax and flute. “Turtle Bay” provided him the opportunity to bring out some very tight runs on the sax.

“Being as today is Sunday...” Mann said as he turned toward Rabelieu, who responded with the first notes of “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” Mann’s version, which appears on his latest album “Mississippi Gambler,” is not even similar to past renditions. From the original, he expanded the theme to include a Sunday afternoon.

WILLIE Weeks played a steady, accomplished bass guitar with solos that were direct rather than flamboyant. Charles Collins displayed a variety of percussion sounds from an ordinary drum set-up; he could back up a quiet flute or kick the daylights out of the music belonged to each other. Newman’s accompaniment is much more than a novelty, as he adds depth to the song.

Mann chose to perform songs which were fronted by two flutes. Newman’s accompaniment is much more than a novelty, as he adds depth to the song.

Herbie Mann commented a year ago, “When I played straight 4/4 jazz on flute people couldn’t quite see how the music belonged to each other. But this new approach was a way of appealing to the jazz audience and, at the same time, bringing in a large fringe element of people who normally wouldn’t have been receptive to jazz.”

Mann enrolled with a new composition, which was another indication of his willingness to change. With respect to traditional jazz, he is a progressive artist. Herbie Mann is inseparably linked with the flute as its modern jazz pilot.

College Bowl To Be Altered

Changes to be made before the next College Bowl include updating questions, consultation with professors on questions and better judging and time-keeping techniques, Dr. Ken Lawson, Village Center director, said this week.

Lawson noted the editorial in last week’s FTU, “College Bowl Needs Major Revisions,” was constructive criticism, and commented he would like to correct many of the content’s faults.

The director stated a major difficulty lies in finding faculty members who are available for the entire two-week span which the bowl covers.

There probably is still an overload of fine arts questions compared to mathematics questions, Lawson said, because math questions are harder to ask. He noted, however, that the last College Bowl, which was FTU’s third, used every math question received.

Since its inception, Lawson explained, the College Bowl has progressed greatly.
Name Changeover May Cost $40,000

It may take as much as $40,000 and as long as a year to implement a name change of the university, FTU President Charles N. Millican commented this week.

"I would guess," he said, "that if a decision is reached at the April 9 BOG meeting, it will go to the State Board of Education approximately two weeks after that for their approval. In addition, it will be necessary to introduce a piece of informational legislation to change state records therefore making the name change legal."

Millican predicted, barring setbacks, that the earliest date for a name change to become effective would be the middle of spring quarter.

"It is very difficult to predict accurately the cost or length of time necessary for implementation," he said. "There are so many things to be considered, things we haven't even thought of yet."

The president intends, for instance, to take up the matter of diplomas as soon as the change is approved. "We have issued 5,000 diplomas to this date, and it must be decided what we will do about them, perhaps reissue them all," Millican said.

Millican also mentioned the copper name plates on all the buildings, the name of Florida Tech Boulevard and the hundreds of "collectors items" in the bookstores as being troublesome areas in the changeover.

"Also," he said, "There is the matter of the school seal, which is copyrighted in the name of the university. Both the seal and the copyright will have to be changed."

Millican Reminiscences About FTU Names

If the name of FTU is changed next month, it won't be the first time.

"When I first came to the university," President Charles N. Millican reminisced this week, "before there was ever a building, it had no name. We hand-typed and mimeographed our own letterhead.

For a university with no name, Millican and others present at the time decided to call it "The New State University in East Central Florida."

"It took a long time to type the name." Millican commented, "and we never quite figured how to answer the phone."

A second name popularized in the early days of the school and used at least unofficially by university personnel was "Central Florida University."

TELEVISION COURSE

Have fun and learn the theory and practice of Instructional Television. No prerequisite. Education majors especially invited.

Students will gain actual practice in studio production. Register for FTV-454.

HERBIE MANN

Within 10 days stereo recordings of Herbie Mann at FTU will be available on reel to reel and 8 minute, 8 track cartridges.

Order now for this limited production, stereo recording - Carl Elektra Sound Studios, Orlando - Phone 415-2014.

BOOK EXCHANGE

The Book Exchange will be buying books today through Tuesday in VC 211. Books may be brought in for sale from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

FTU CollegeMaster

Art Sevola
Terrry Feuchtner
Marc Wilson
David Long
Y. C. McNease
Tom Boyle
FAU
FAU
FAU
Auburn
FSU
Ball State

To Serve Your Insurance Needs

students government

BOOK EXCHANGE

— Bring your used books
MARCH 9 - 15

— Set your own price
— Books will be sold
MARCH 26

Collect your money

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOOK EXCHANGE

March 9, 1971
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IN 1970 President Charles N. Millican received the university’s first checkbook with FTU’s seal on the cover. Today, in the face of a name change this is only one of literally thousands of forms, books, records and perhaps even diplomas that must be changed. (Photo by Chuck Selthe)

Name Change (Continued from Page 1)

University. Based on this reasoning, Ferguson recommended the FOR "in principle approve the change," but refer it to the facilities committee for further consideration.

STATE University of Florida, Orlando (Millican’s preference), State University and State University of Orlando have been accepted for consideration as possible new names for the university.

The Regents will likely vote on the change at their April 9 meeting in Tallahassee. The meeting originally was scheduled for April 2, but was rescheduled Monday.

If the name change does come, according to Regent Fred Parker, "it may take at least one month to implement, because the name FTU is in the Florida statutes and in the FOR operating manual."

A GATHERING of university vice presidents, deans, staff council leaders, faculty representatives, Student Government leaders and a FuTURE representative met last week in an emergency administrative council meeting called by Millican and unanimously endorsed his choice of State University of Florida, Orlando.

"I find the name acceptable," commented RG President Steve Amsbrell, "and will be willing to back its acceptance."

Dr. Leslie Ellis, dean of music and graduate studies, was equally receptive to the name change proposal.

"It is my job to try and find research funds for the university," said Ellis. "Because of our name I am usually forced to approach agencies by first apologizing for the name." I’m Leslie Ellis from Florida

... Technological University, and that doesn’t mean what it might sound like," is my usual line. I am in favor of a change that will help us to gain national recognition.

Dr. K. Phillip Taylor, Faculty Senate chairman, added his favorable comment, saying he has received letters from several faculty members in favor of a change.

... the Florida University..." It...
BETH IS ready to fly high in this smart suit from SEAR’S. The jacket is a 50-50 blend of polyester and rayon, and the matching ruffled and high-waisted plaid slacks are 100 per cent cotton. Her top is 100 per cent nylon.

HARRY AND Cheryl are movin’ NUTHIN’ BUT LEVIS. Harry’s polyester and cotton tops off a baggy with a watch flap in front, a trim rounds out his attire. Cheryl with contrasting stitching and reversible belt accents her tartan plaid.
THE MOD MOVES ON

KATHY'S LIGHT knit summer pant suit from GREAT EXPECTATIONS probably just helped her decide where she's going to take a well-deserved break. While with accents of blue and orange, her outfit is suitable for work or play, and best of all, it's machine washable and dryable. An extra added attraction: Great Expectations has a sale in progress through next week.

CONNIE'S JUST found a way to set the town afire in this summery pants and top combination from BRITCHES SOUTH. Her 100 per cent cotton baggie plaid slacks sell for $14, and the 100 per cent polyester top costs $8. A Hick leather belt for $12 adds a finishing accent to the outfit.
Congratulations! Don, Harry, and the cast and crew of "Till the end of tomorrow."

Happy break (not on birthdays), Ed and Chuck! Have good coke. Love, Mary Anna

Tyro! What will I do when you're gone? No more obscure notions, no more trips to the salon, no morepunkt stories. How will I ever live again? Life, as I knew it, goes on! Woe is me!

Remember to be nice or I'll cry.

Shiny. good luck and happy days. We're gonna miss you, X-ray. Remember, marsupials are beautiful. Blessings, Love, Mary Anna

I don't know why you say goodbye; I say hello. Friendship never leaves and I know we'll meet again some sunny day. -30-

Yardang

services


Typing-in-home. Experienced in all types of proofreading and resumes. Std. double-spaced page. Money orders or cash only. Mrs. Hubley 859-2529.

PIANO LESSONS Personal tutoring in the Dr. Paul Foster Piano Center at the intersection of Interstate 4 and West Pensacola Street. Call Mr. McShane, 365-5205.

help wanted

Part-time sales help for gift shop. Call 645-3811.

Part-time sales help needed. Earn as you learn. Good commission. Training: 24-10634, Mr. Bowling

for rent

RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE—New house, bedroom, full bath, kitchen, living/dining room, 2-car garage. ~500,000. Leased. Also AKAi 2000 reel, (cassette tape recorder). For Decent Seats, $30. Send name, phone and address. RYLAND 365-3716.

OPEN HOUSE Sun. and Sat. 1-5 p.m., another custom 2 bdrm, 2 bath, by Chapple-ready for you. Near FTU on SR 520, turn off on Lk. Hayes Rd. to Pens Ave. RYLAND REALTY, realtor 365-3716.

Hand-painted ceramic Zodiac signs. $45.00, order by any sign-any color. Call 365-5205 after 5 p.m.

Today only: Ringquist waterbed, celery futon, 1/4 ft. from insulating pd. All for $95. Call between 7 p.m. 365-3962.

AKAI 2000 reel/cassette 18 track tape recorder. Self-contained speakers and amp/speakermuform or trade. Also (AKAI) 1000 multi-speed mixer, 10 x 12 Bergin: ACTION MUSIC 1930 N Orange, Weku Su 2 408-6197.

A $600 Emerson console with recorder changer FM: 4 ch. 4-channel tape system. 40% off. (One only, ACTION MUSIC)

inquir survey

Students, faculty and staff who have received surveys about the feasibility of selling beer on campus are requested to complete the surveys as quickly as possible, Dean of Men Paul McQuillen has announced.

The surveys may be returned by mail or taken directly to the student affairs office or the office of Dr. Gordon McAlister, CB 416.

ye Ole Future Horiz/Scope

By John The Good, Transient Seer

For Friday, March 9, 9.

If you were born today

You will receive a long distance telephone call from Dayton Beach sometime this week. It will be a happy birthday call that is followed by a visit from the Wheezer Man. Congratulations Don, Harry, and Shelby, good luck and happy life.

Aquarius: You have no reason to wonder why everything seems to happen to you. Get hold of your mother quickly. She has plans to leave you. Listen to those in high places. You should heed all warnings. You will not.

Pisces: There will be a meteor shower by the end of the month which will be difficult to see, as it will occur in the middle of the day. Your love life is going to be like that. When you're the hottest, she's asleep.

Aries: (I know they're backward, but which of those other clods knows?) Why should I waste my time worrying about the boy who comes through that last week. Oh well, maybe next time.

Taurus: Don't you wish that your teeth were as white as the girl's sitting next to you in English? They can be, but not as long as they depend on you to brush them. You're not drinking enough milk, either, and wipe your feet before entering the room.

GEMINI: Do not piously eat anything you're not like alive.

Cancer: Danger will enter your life this week in the form of a small tree-frog. Take this warning and don't speak to anyone about it. Particularly not anyone wearing glasses and driving Hondas.

Virgo: A bit of advice to avoid trouble this week: drop out of school quickly, move to Idaho and grow beets. Chances are they will never suspect you if you stay quiet. Oh yes, you must get rid of the women also, it looks like an accident, at all costs.

Libra: With finals coming up you should cancel all your extra outside activities and devote your entire time to study. You will instead celebrate the fact that the week is also the birthday of the UHF of Pagonda. You will start consuming wine earlier in the evening, and will cease, just this side of dead, next Thursday, in time to stagger to your one big final. You will blow it, it will blow your GPA, and your plans for the future will blow out the door.

Scorpio: Confidential to "Scuffling Scoop in Search"; If you had any real guts you would tell her you did it to her in her dreams and the person who had nothing to do with it. She won't even think about locking any more stamps, and she needs to write her message. You are cruel.

Sagittarius: (See yesterday)

Capricorn: You have all the shrewdness of a three-lobed sloth. You have a particularly offensive breath, especially awake. Your mother swears you wear a mistake, and you need to change your major. Have a nice, day, dad.

This time of year it seems harder and harder to concentrate on history, horticulture or homework. During Spring Break... get away from it all with a holiday job at Walt Disney World on one of our exciting attractions or in other areas including Custodial, Food and Beverage or Merchandising Sales. See your Placement Director or call or visit the Walt Disney World Employment Center at the intersection of Interstate 4 and SR 535 southwest of Orlando, (305) 828-3418 or on before April 6th.
Wheezers A-Whizzin’

Wondering what those objects are that people are throwing into the air around campus? Well, they’re the newest thing. And, if you have never seen or heard of them before, you’re not alone.

The toy is called a wheezer and it is not only brand new to Orlando, but new to the entire country. Labeled as “the high flying toy that comes soaring back every time,” the wheezer is the invention of a Jim Davis, a 26-year-old graduate of the University of Tennessee.

When thrown, the wheezer returns to the exact point from where it was released. The toy is then caught by a handle which is on the bottom.

The wheezer was first introduced to the New York Toy Association, who termed it another frisbee or hula-hoop. The toy was then shown to the public at the Tennessee-Alabama football game. Since that time, he has been remodeling and making improvements on the toy.

During half time, Davis stole the show by putting on a spectacle of his own. He threw wheezers around the stadium and sold 4,000 of them to a bedazzled crowd.

“It’s an impulse item. You see it work and you automatically want one,” said Davis.

Since that time, he has been remodeling and making improvements on the toy. During the fall, he gave students on the campuses of FSU, Florida and Jacksonville University a glimpse of the wheezer.
Letters

March 9, 1973

something we don't want to communicate with the spirit world.

Steve Rajar

Professor Reinforces February 23 Editorial

I must respond to the unsigned editorial on February 23 regarding the theory on fish and your plans for a fish bowl.

First of all, we are all guilty of the same mistake. We should never question why our master's thesis because it is completely consistent with what we are attempting in biological sciences, but other misconceptions developed in areas where, we found an opportunity to use the fact that they are to provide the practical laboratory in BIOL 103 on heart-stopping and reasonable responses. No, it is our job, not to question, but to ensure that the development of skills applicable to "real world" situations. Our laboratories, in general, require development of skills applicable to "real world" situations. For example, to provide the minimum relevant experience, in the laboratory in BIOL 103 on heart-stopping and reasonable responses.

We look forward to further improvement in our laboratories, teaching and the laboratory schedule to be intensified in the new Biological Sciences Building. Meanwhile, the laboratories are already providing the best education that we can within our limitations with attention to the practical as well as to the theory which provides the necessary height for new scientific breakthroughs.

Sincerely,

Harry A. Miller
Professor and Chairman
Department of Biological Sciences

Another Joints Chorus Of "Dirty Bowl Blues" Editor

That someone should suggest the possibility of changing the name of the university because it is completely consistent with what we are attempting in biological sciences, but other misconceptions developed in areas where, we found an opportunity to use the fact that they are to provide the practical laboratory in BIOL 103 on heart-stopping and reasonable responses.

We look forward to further improvement in our laboratories, teaching and the laboratory schedule to be intensified in the new Biological Sciences Building. Meanwhile, the laboratories are already providing the best education that we can within our limitations with attention to the practical as well as to the theory which provides the necessary height for new scientific breakthroughs.

Sincerely,

Harry A. Miller
Professor and Chairman
Department of Biological Sciences

RESCUERS TELEPHONE CO.

REPAIR VEHICLE ONLY

car say? Can it possibly say \"REPAIR VEHICLE ONLY\"?

Sincerely,

Shutter Bug

Voluminous Gripe

Play Broken Record

The "in thing" at this university seems to be to complain about everything and anything, and there are many who are not satisfied with this in the campus "crowd."

Last week in this column there was a complaint about food complaints getting old. Day after day that complaint is made. They can complain about this university. If they are not complaining about the food, then the system is complaining about the administration and the faculty. When is the song going to end? I, as one who enjoys the food and this university, would like to have it end.

As I am the first to say that constructive criticism is even more necessary, even mandatory, than the same old recurring cease to be constractive.

For this reason I am complaining about parking. If you ask the ones that are complaining what school they came from, most of them tell you a high school or junior college. Why don't they investigate before they complain? Better yet, tell someone from any major university about your parking troubles and watch them walk away with a smile on their face.

No one is saying there are not complaints about parking, but if you have complaints about parking at FTU, I am saying that FTU has growing pain just like the rest of Florida, and it will take a while to cure them. After all, this is not Harvard or Yale. FTU was not founded by Ponce de Leon. Let's give it a chance.

I have noted our coincidences. When those people are not complaining about one of the more obvious topics, they are complaining about the FtU Bair. It is coincidental that the topics that these students are complaining about have been expanded in the paper they condemn. Perhaps a little less liaison with the students and even a little attention to explanations that these students would substantially curb some of the needed, never-ending criticism.

However, after honestly taking time to objectively look into the things that do not suit you and you do not find the things to your liking, there is an alternate. I can assure you

That someone should suggest the closing of FtU Bair. Petr Reynolds, could attempt to match my writing talents my aspirations. I am moderate stand, he comes with our idea at our position. "And his chicken scratch writing, "Sweet Jesus! Sometimes I wonder if that astute author, Father John McKee, would favor us if he was here. In addition, I believe that admission that he is not a pen on campus with my talents, clear cut?

I truly believe my attack makes the ideas of FtU Bair. "The is not the POWS I deserve. Nor do I assault our courage, particular FtU Bair. As I am, I am sure, fine men. This is the present, however, came from those who would bury us in our own excretion. No, FtU Bair. I admit the mistake.

Bunkerstaff Bais

Outspoken Intocight

My heartfelt congratulations to you will write something about an obvious fact. For example, the topic of "Dirty Bowl Blues" Editor.
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Baseball Squad Now 6-1 Overall

Knights Nipped By JU 7-5

By Fred Cay

FTU nearly caught one of the big fish of the collegiate baseball world Tuesday night, but in the end the big one got away.

That big fish, this Jacksonville Dolphins, had a 7-5 win over FTU’s young Knights after trailing by 3-0 and 5-2 margins through the middle innings. A two-run ninth-inning rally provided the winning margin for FTU, ranked as high as third in early-season NCAA polls.

Coach Doug Holmquist had nothing but praise for offering his young squad after the contest. “I’m really proud of the way they looked out there tonight,” he said. “They really hustled. When you remember they (JU) won this game 13-1 last year and this time we almost best them, you can’t say enough for them.

The Knights, with a freshmen-dominated starting lineup, did indeed come close to pulling out this one. Pitcher Bill Larsen, despite going with only two runs red, allowed just one unearned run and two base hits through the first five innings before tiring in the sixth and seventh.

Pat McCarty and Jim Horvath provided the offensive fireworks for FTU. McCarty had a perfect night with the plate, getting two doubles and two home runs in hitting .471.

Horvath knocked in both of those in the Knights’ big third-inning outburst. With one out, Ron Behr drew a walk, then Sam Rice and McCarty singled to load the bases. Mark Bobbi then unaccounted a wild pitch, scoring Behr. Dave String grounded to third but reached base when McCarty was called out for colliding with third-baseman Rick Shannon. At that point, Horvath laced his first two-bagger down the left line, scoring Rice and String. Dave Speed came on to relieve Bobbi and FTU had a surprising 3-0 lead.

Shannon, considered an All-American candidate, singled and scored Jacksonville’s first run in the fourth following an error of one of his deliveries.

Shannon singled and scored again in the sixth, but the Knights also reached the plate that half on Horvath’s second double, two runs on three hits. The left fielder scored on the attempted tag at the plate.

But at this point, the Dolphins began getting to Larsen, who had gone 6-3 in innings on Saturday and was apparently beginning to tire. Shortstop Tom McMillan, another potential All-American, single-hopped a double and was driven in by Tim McManus and Richard Katz tied the score, knocking Larsen out.

Enter Pete MacLaughlin, who had pitched a no-hitter just two days before. He fanned pinch-hitter Benn Wynn to end the inning.

However, MacLaughlin was wrapped for three straight hits leading off the inning, a run being scored on Ron Kerner’s quick three to the plate from right just to nip the sliding runner. MacLaughlin then gave way to right-hander Greg Goodrich, who gave up a double to Katz and scoreless fly by Ken Pelikas that provided JU’s winning edge.

The Jacksonville setback was the first loss for the Knights after six straight games, four of them coming in two doubleheader sweeps on the road last weekend. Last weekend VCC-TKE gained first place in the state, while the second such masterpiece in the short history of FTU baseball and the third such in a month, gained the first place in a full-fledged varsity team.

It will be a long road ahead as the season starts in

(Continued on Page 15)

FTU Crew Opens Today

The young FTU crew team will find out a good deal about itself this afternoon at 4 when it takes on Harvey, a power, in the Mid-American Conference meet.

“This will be good testing for us to see just how far we’ve come and how far we have to go about setting the pace. Last year, FTU’s four-oar race will begin at 4 p.m.

The four-oar race will begin at 4 p.m.

TKE’S EDDIE Barkis drives in for a layup against SAE as Bobby Cooper tries to defend in opening night action of the fourth annual TKE invitational basketball tournament. ATO won the tournament with a 78-69 win over TKE of Valencia. (Photo by David Fosler)

For ATO Takes TKE’s Tourney

Alpha Tau Omega, Bishop Moore High School, Larry Johnson and Tom Clark were second in the big one got away. That big fish, the Jacksonville Dolphins, had a 7-5 win over FTU’s young Knights after trailing by 3-0 and 5-2 margins through the middle innings. A two-run ninth-inning rally provided the winning margin for FTU, ranked as high as third in early-season NCAA polls.

Coach Doug Holmquist had nothing but praise for offering his young squad after the contest. “I’m really proud of the way they looked out there tonight,” he said. “They really hustled. When you remember they (JU) won this game 13-1 last year and this time we almost best them, you can’t say enough for them.

The Knights, with a freshmen-dominated starting lineup, did indeed come close to pulling out this one. Pitcher Bill Larsen, despite going with only two runs red, allowed just one unearned run and two base hits through the first five innings before tiring in the sixth and seventh.

Pat McCarty and Jim Horvath provided the offensive fireworks for FTU. McCarty had a perfect night with the plate, getting two doubles and two home runs in hitting .471.

Horvath knocked in both of those in the Knights’ big third-inning outburst. With one out, Ron Behr drew a walk, then Sam Rice and McCarty singled to load the bases. Mark Bobbi then unaccounted a wild pitch, scoring Behr. Dave String grounded to third but reached base when McCarty was called out for colliding with third-baseman Rick Shannon. At that point, Horvath laced his first two-bagger down the left line, scoring Rice and String. Dave Speed came on to relieve Bobbi and FTU had a surprising 3-0 lead.

Shannon, considered an All-American candidate, singled and scored Jacksonville’s first run in the fourth following an error of one of his deliveries.

Shannon singled and scored again in the sixth, but the Knights also reached the plate that half on Horvath’s second double, two runs on three hits. The left fielder scored on the attempted tag at the plate.

But at this point, the Dolphins began getting to Larsen, who had gone 6-3 in innings on Saturday and was apparently beginning to tire. Shortstop Tom McMillan, another potential All-American, single-hopped a double and was driven in by Tim McManus and Richard Katz tied the score, knocking Larsen out.

Enter Pete MacLaughlin, who had pitched a no-hitter just two days before. He fanned pinch-hitter Benn Wynn to end the inning.

However, MacLaughlin was wrapped for three straight hits leading off the inning, a run being scored on Ron Kerner’s quick three to the plate from right just to nip the sliding runner. MacLaughlin then gave way to right-hander Greg Goodrich, who gave up a double to Katz and scoreless fly by Ken Pelikas that provided JU’s winning edge.

The Jacksonville setback was the first loss for the Knights after six straight games, four of them coming in two doubleheader sweeps on the road last weekend. Last weekend VCC-TKE gained first place in the state, while the second such masterpiece in the short history of FTU baseball and the third such in a month, gained the first place in a full-fledged varsity team.

It will be a long road ahead as the season starts in

(Continued on Page 15)

Rollins, Marietta (Ohio), FTI Florida Southern and Jacksonville. Rollins was last year’s Small College National champ and Marietta was third. Rollins was also the state champ in the heavy varsity class.

FTU’s lightweight varsity (165-lb. average) will battle FTI, Marietta and Jacksonville. Marietta and VCC were second and third respectively in the 1972 small college championships. In the junior varsity heavy class, FTU goes up against 1972 small college titlist Marietta, Rollins, FIT and Jacksonville.

“We’ve got a tough schedule, going up against college powerhouses in the first two meets,” said Kamm, “but it will give us valuable experience and confidence.”

All races in the first two weeks will be run on an Olymple-long 2,000 meter course.

Lifters Set To Enter Nationals

Four of FTU’s weightlifters will be competing in the national collegiate weightlifting championships in York, Pa., during the weekend of March 17-18.

Over 100 lifters who have qualified their respective stations will compete in the nationals. FTU’s contingent is small in numbers, but the quality of the members is so good that the team has been given a good chance to walk away with the championship.

Sherridan Becht will lift in the 125-lb. class. Farrell Byrd, the state record-holder in the 132-lb. division, has a good chance of placing high. Doug Zitza, 148-pounder, and mammoot 242-lb. Harvey Newton will also represent FTU.

This is the first year FTU has competed in the nationals. Last year the team was unable to attend the meet because of lack of funds.
Soccer

Miami-Dade North campus: Association

Higginbotham, first defeated the Pom Bombers 38-31.

Anne held in Miami last Monday.

"Kitten" Kennedy topped the scoreboard with 13 and 11 points, respectively. Anne held in Miami last Monday.

FTU Women Place

7th In Basketball

FTU's women's basketball team, after finishing seventh out of 11 teams in the state women's collegiate basketball tournament held in Miami last Monday.

FTU won two of four games in the tournament held at the Miami-Dade North campus.

The Women's Athletic Association, coached by Pam Burke and Pat Higgins, defeated the University of Miami by a score of 58-37.

Judy Hall and Jane Fortney led FTU in scoring with 13 and 11 points, respectively. Anne Kenny led FTU in the rebounding department and "Rittan" Karen Zimmerman was the team's leading playmaker.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

The FTU team went to halftime with a 1-13 score, but Hall and Zimmerman collaborated for three quick baskets in the opening of the second half to put FTU ahead to stay.

The win placed FTU in the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

As expected,Flagler put on an offensive show that FTU could not stop.

jumped out to a 40-10 halftime lead and coasted through to win, 73-28.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.

The loss put FTU into the quarterfinals of the double elimination tournament against Flagler College of St. Augustine.
Athletes continue to get better and better. Almost daily a new world’s record is being set in some sport, even Babe Ruth’s “untouchable” records are about to crumble. But today’s athletes still take a back seat to the old masters in one facet of sports.

Nicknames. Part of the fun of reporting sports a few decades ago was to introduce athletes by their colorful nicknames.

“The Sultan of subway” was given to the former Brooklyn Dodgers catcher Roy Campanella. He was a power hitter, one of the business’ greatest pitchers, with the clever monicker of “Spiderman.”

If you missed that one, try this one. Hank Aaron, the man who tried to break and make high “Centerfield.” Whitey Ford, “Two Five.” Or “The Iron Horse.” The Big Train. Pooh-Ohio. Old Double X. Every old baseball fan is almost sure to get a nostalgic twinge or two at the mere mention of these names.

But today, a nickname of “Galahad” is about as colorful as they come. There are exceptions. Like Walter “No-neck” Williams. But good old Walter just hasn’t played major league baseball up to the standards of his major-league nickname.

Morosardi Brown was a tremendous pitcher for the Chicago Cubs many years ago. An accident caused the amputation of two fingers off Brown’s pitching hand. But “Three Finger” Brown was still one of the National League’s premier pitchers for several seasons. (Hmm, is keeping with the tradition, how about Carlos “No-thumbs May?”)

In football, all we have is “Broadway Joe” Namath. Where have all the “Galloping Ghosts” and “Night Train” Lanes gone? Local announcers try to help but usually destroy the whole concept. I mean almost every major league baseball team has a “roadrunner” on its roster. And every player of Polish descent is called “Bill.”

The problem is not new. We must all question the originality of calling a pitcher with very blonde hair, “Whitey?” Or dubbing Warren Spahn, one of baseball’s greatest pitchers, with the clever monicker of “Sparrow.”

We need some better nicknames for our heroes. Let’s think about it. Charlie O. Finley, owner of the Oakland Atheltics is doing his part... but without a great deal of acceptance. He has offered Vida Blue considerable holding out for something bigger like “Crystal Blue.”

The late Roberto Clemente, owner of the Oakland Athletics is doing his part... but without a great deal of acceptance. He has offered Vida Blue considerable

By Shelby Strother

THE GREAT ONE

amounts of money if he would change his name to “True Blue” or “Cool Blue.” Vida, as usual, turned down the offer (probably straddled to the plate. One of the most feared hitters in the league, Kluzewski used to cut his shirt off casually without the shoulders revealing his massive arms to put them in the right position for the drive. The Dodgers called for a conference. The late first baseman Gil Hodges told Rowe to pitch the left-handed Kluzewski outside, not wanting to be defeated by one of the wicked line drives the mammoth outfielding was infamous for. “Oh, no, don’t do that,” advised the late Jackie Robinson, the Dodger third baseman, and mortifying Kluzewski to shatter his knee caps with a slice down the third base line. “Pitch him inside.”

Rowe listened intently and finally decided, he said, “Wall Ah’ll tell you what. Ah’ll just wind up and let fire and we all scatter.”

And whatever happened to Willie “Pudindhead” Jones?

Baseball

(Continued from Page 13)

an FTU uniform for the junior transfer from Valencia College. He went four-four at the plate with two RBIs. Dave String also knocked in two with his two hits. Greg Perish got his first collegiate win in relief.

Bill Leisman earned his second straight victory with last-out relief help from Pettich in Friday’s first-game 3-1 win over Florida Bible. String singled in two of the runs, McCoy scoring each time. Sam Rice brought in FTU’s first run after being hit by a pitch on coming all the way around on passed balls-three of them.

The second game was a 9-1 rout with freshman Dave Draper picking up his first collegiate victory.
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